Extending Our Imprint

We, like many scientific publishers, have come to realize that the world of information has grown beyond the printed page. For that reason, we offer you the opportunity to access the Journal, including its Supplements, on our Web site, www.psychiatrist.com.

But merely posting the text version of the Journal online does not go far enough in providing you with information you need in formats that maximize its accessibility. For that reason, as of this issue, our Table of Contents will list the multimedia CME activities that we have been offering through CMEInstitute.MedFair.com for several years. These activities provide you with the latest evidence-based, peer-reviewed information in a variety of formats that utilize the best available technology. For example, you may listen to a lecture from an expert member of the CME Institute faculty while watching the accompanying slides. Or you may engage in an interactive case-based presentation designed to help you improve your clinical skills. With the click of a mouse, you may obtain different views of a complicated table or watch a video demonstration of techniques for treating severe mental illness.

Whenever a new educational activity is posted on www.psychiatrist.com, it will be listed on the Table of Contents for that month’s Journal and included in the listing of articles and activities that we send to the National Library of Medicine to be added to their database of searchable materials. Then when you search the National Library Web site for information on a particular topic, you will find video clips and multimedia lectures as well as traditional print articles.

When you access the activity on www.psychiatrist.com, you will find the information you need in an informative and engaging format. After you complete the activity, you will instantly receive your AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ through the MyCME part of our Web site, which maintains records for all the CME credits you earn and leads you back to activities you have partially completed.

We know this new service will increase the value of our Journal and offer you an opportunity to explore the world of electronic learning.
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